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the sinhala-chauvinist jvp and jhu. the jvp was established in the wake of the 1961 s. p. senanayakes
tamils homelands movement and the 1979 jhu s massacre of thousands of tamils in sri lanka. when the

slfp ruled in the 1980s, the jvp s support in the provinces was used by the slfp to establish a military
dictatorship. since 2008, the jvp has been one of the most vocal supporters of the slfp government, one

of the main architects of its authoritarian political system and one of the key agencies of its repression of
the tamil opposition. in the course of the campaign, the sep warned that the election marked a turning
point, with president kumaratungas constitutional coup marking a turn towards dictatorial forms of rule

and a resumption of the brutal communal war against the tamil people. the sep also exposed all the
various opposition parties, including the sinhala-chauvinist jvp and jhu, and the pseudo-left nssp. in the

aftermath of the election, the sep warned that the kumaratunga administration had sown the seeds for a
re-eruption of the civil war. nevertheless, the kssp supported the elections, with increasing confidence in

the capacity of the official slfp regime to reduce the opposition to impotence by means of continuous
repression and intimidation. the osp and the rsp also supported the election. when the lssp declared its
candidature, it was a case of "send in the clowns". as the elections drew near, the party leaders were
repeatedly reminded of the dangers of participation: prime minister kumaratunga s mother maureen,
minister of information vajira abeywardena, former unp mp for hambantota dickwella, and even the

team leader and former unp mp gamini lokuge all said that they would leave the party. a split from the
lssp to join the lssp s main rival, the slfp, was therefore inevitable. there is the danger, of course, that

the lssp s break-away cadres will then drift into the slfp or the usp
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but the campaign against war also has a strong
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internationalist outlook. the sep condemns the drive to
war by the us government, and it has shed light on

the character of these imperialist powers through its
analysis of the criminal policies of these states, e.g.,

through revealing links between american and
japanese imperialism. from an early stage it was clear
that the us government would use the crisis in iraq to
justify a series of military attacks on the middle east
and north africa. the campaign against war is also a

campaign against the imperialist-led war and
economic crisis and its underlying causes. the

campaign against war should not only be directed
against the imperialist powers, but against the policies
of the us and its allies and the media that justified and
promoted war and the confrontation with russia and
china, as well as the 1. the campaign should also be
directed at the american working class, a class which
has little understanding of the role of russia and china

and which votes for the democrats and for war. (an
excellent example of this can be seen at the

change.org site for the pete seeger song song for the
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people of the middle east. the site explains how the
anger of many is the same as the rage of the people
in russia against the oligarchs.) the campaign of the

sep aims to give the working class a socialist
understanding of the world and the basis for a

revolutionary struggle against war and capitalism as
the source of all misery and oppression and calls for

an independent struggle against these political,
economic, military and cultural systems. the wsws is
responding to the needs expressed by the movement

and is taking advantage of advances that the
movement has made and is trying to build on their

experience. 5ec8ef588b
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